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[57] ABSTRACT 
A pole banner sign construction which has rugged per 

manent hardware for supporting a ?exible banner gen 
erally in a ?xed position on a pole. All of the hardware 
excepting simple mounting plates at the upper and 
lower ends of the banner is removable from the pole. 
A simple rectangular ?exible banner is supported 
under tension on the hardware and is adapted to be 
folded into a small package for shipment in an enve 
lope. Rigid pull rods are located in hems at the upper 
and lower edges of the ?exible banner. The hardware 
support means at the upper and lower ends of the ?ex 
ible banner holds the pull rods in parallelism and 
maintains longitudinal tensional pull on the ?exible 
banner between the rigid parallel pull rods. The hard 
ware in maintaining the pull rod parallelism under ten 
sion also holds the pull rods against pivotal movement 
on, or twisting and turning movement about, the pole. 
A pair of ?exible banners may be mounted in the 
same way on opposite sides of the pole, and any ban 
ner may be changed from time to time without the use 
of any tools merely by unhooking several hooks from 
banner engagement, then transferring pull rods from 
an initial banner to a replacement banner, and then 
hooking the replacement banner in place. 

3 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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POLE BANNER SIGN CONSTRUCTION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 

The invention involves improvement in the construc 
tion of the pole banner sign shown in Mollet and Frie~ 
drichsen U.S. Pat. No. 3,589,048. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention ‘ 
The invention relates to banner display signs 

mounted on poles. Pole signs historically have been of 
great marketing importance in the oil and gasoline re 
tail industry as an effective means of attracting the 
passing motorist to the retail outlet. 

Flexible pole signs of the types shown in U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 2,764,830 and 3,589,048 have been received fa 
vorably by the oil and gasoline retail industry and long 
have served the stated marketing purposes. Such pole 
signs involve ?exible banner members supported at 
their upper ends and spring tensioned at their lower 
ends on a pole. The ?exible banner members some 
times are tied together with spacer wires'at one or both 
of the top and bottom corners of the ?exible banners. 
The tops of the ?exible banners have pivotal connec 
tion at the upper pole support means in the device of 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,764,830, and the lower ends of the ban 
ners have pivotal spring-tensioned connection with the 
lower pole support means of the devices of both U.S. 
Pat. Nos. 2,764,830 and 3,589,048. The ?exible ban 
ners are detachable for easily changing the banner mes 
sage from time to time in an advertising campaign 
wherein a; series of signs is displayed. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
The early design of such pole signs, shown in U.S. 

Pat. No. 2,764,830, contemplated that substantially all 
of the hardware for pivotally supporting and tensioning 
the ?exible banners should be permanently mounted. 
However, poorly engineered systems, improper instal 
lations, rusting hardware, etc. have resulted in the ma 
jority of oil companies preferring temporary pole sign 
systems wherein new hardward is installed with each 
pole sign installation. , 
However, even with temporary systems there is a 

weak link in that the dealer who installs the system may 
do so improperly. He may provide too much or not 
enough tension on the ?exible banners which display 
the sign message. He may not have removed all old 
hardware from the pole with the possibility that the old 

\ hardware may poke holes in the new ?exible sign ban 
ners. 

These considerations have led to long periods of test 
ing of many permanent and temporary hardware sys 
terns for ?exible pole signs, and to testing of various 
?exible banner and hardware arrangements and 
mountings, for determining the best way in which to re 
sist injury, damage or destruction of the ?exible ban 
ners by the in?nitely varying weather conditions to 
which the signs may be subjected. 

1n the past, testing of the effect of weather conditions 
on various sign structures has involved long and time 
consuming tests without always necessarily subjecting 
the signs to the worst weather conditions that can oc 
cur. That is, heretofore, testing has been accomplished 
by erecting various pole sign structures on the roofs of 
buildings or at other open test areas, so that the sign is 
exposed to the weather conditions that may occur dur 
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2 
ing the test period, which may run from months, or 
even may run for more than a year. Such prior open 
area testing heretofore has been relied on as the best 
means of determining the characteristics of pole sign 
constructions. At best, the results of such tests are lim 
ited to the actual changing weather conditions encoun 
tered during the test, regardless of the length of testing 
time involved; and particularly to the velocity of winds 
or kinds of wind, rain, snow or ice storms, that oc 
curred during the testing period. 
Recently a completely new testing procedure has 

been discovered by which any ?exible pole sign struc 
ture and mounting may be tested under the worst possi 
ble weather or wind conditions in a very short time pe 
riod of hours or days rather than months or years. Such 
new testing procedures can be carried out in a few 
hours or a few days, to subject the signs to wind veloc 
ity conditions from any direction, that may exceed 100 
miles per hour, as related to the pole sign construction 
undergoing test. 
Information obtained by such tests has indicated that 

sign constructions such as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 
3,589,048, are the least desirable from the standpoint 
of resisting damage by weather and wind conditions. 
This defect was discovered to arise because the ?exible 
banner components are rigidly held at the top, but piv 
otally tensioned at the bottom. With such construction 
the top corners of the ?exible banner material are sub 
jected to a great amount of torque when blown by wind 
gusts, which may tear the banner material at the banner 
corners. 

Further, it was discovered by such tests that when 
both the upper and lower ends of the ?exible banner 
components are pivotally connected to the pole sup 
port means as in U.S. Pat. No. 2,764,830, as well as in 
sign structures such as shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
2,882,630, 2,893,147, 3,310,899 and 3,581,420, 
torque at the top corners of the ?exible banners is re 
lieved somewhat, and the ?exible banners can, by twist 
ing motion around the pole dump heavy wind gusts. 
However, relative twisting and pivoting of the upper 
with respect to the lower supports can subject the ?exi 
ble banners to some torque loading. 
That is, the devices of U.S. Pat. No. 2,764,830, 

wherein the ?exible banner components are pivotally 
supported at their upper and lower ends on the pole 
under tension, and wherein the corners of two opposite 
?exible banner components are tied together by spacer 
wires, are less subject to damage from wind and 
weather conditions than devices of U.S. Pat. No. 
3,589,048, wherein the two ?exible banner compo 
nents are rigidly mounted at their upper ends on the 
pole and pivotally tension supported at their lower ends 
on the pole. 
The new testing procedures led to the further discov~ 

eries that most materials from which the ?exible ban 
ners are made, are strong enough in themselves to with 
stand the heaviest wind gusts, if all torque effect on and 
twisting of the ?exible banners is eliminated. I have dis 
covered that this may be accomplished .by holding the 
upper and lower ends of the ?exible banner material in 
fixed headers, while at the same time maintaining suffi 
cient spring tension on the ?exible material to accom 
modate stretch and billowing factors or forces on the 
material. 
These discoveries have led to a complete change in 

the requirements for and engineering of ?exible pole 
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sign constructions and systems to avoid failures, to pro 
vide for changing the ?exible banners to change mes 
sages, and to provide designs of various kinds of heard 
ware most acceptable to particular purchasers, install 
ers or users of pole signs. 
Thus, a need has been presented, as a result of these 

discoveries, for rugged. permanent hardware having 
the bene?cial characteristics ‘of the construction of 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,589,048, while avoiding the disastrous 
torque dif?culties encountered in the use thereof, such 
that ?exible banners may be tensioned in position on a 
pole with hardware that, except for simple inconspicu 
ous mounting plates, may be removed when not in use, 
and which readily may be 'used to change ?exible ban 
ners from time to time without the use of any tools; and 
wherein the ?exible banners, per se, may be folded in 
a small conveniently handled package for envelope 
shipping in order rigidly to mount and display succes 
sively a series of different ?exible banners on the hard 
ware to carry out an advertising campaign, while elimi 
nating torque loading on the corners of the ?exible 
banners incident to heavy wind gusts. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Objectives of the invention include providing a pole 
banner sign construction which releasably suspends 
and mounts a ?exible material rectangular banner 
member or component in tensioned condition extend 
ing vertically on a pole with the ?exible banner located 
between upper and lower hardware suspension or sup 
port means of a permanent nature, and which holds and 
maintains fixed parallelism of rigid pull rods carried by 
the upper and lower hems of the ?exible rectangular 
banner, while holding the pull rods against pivotal 
movement on or twisting or turning movement about 
the pole to avoid torque loading of the ?exible banner 
material at the corners thereof, and while at the same 
time maintaining a longitudinal tensional pull on the 
?exible rectangular banner between the rigid pull rods; 
providing such permanent suspension or support means 
hardware with its principal components removably 
mounted on the pole; providing a construction with 
which successive ?exible banners may be mounted to 
replace one with another without the use of any tools; 
providing a construction in which the permanent hard 
ware which rigidly holds and maintains the banner pull 
rods in parallelism at both endsof the ?exible banner 
member involves only the engagement of the ?exible 
banner material and pull rods in hems on the banner by 
hook members which extend through the pull rods and 
?exible material in mounting the ?exible banner on the 
hardware, and, in turn, on the pole; and providing a 
construction which achieves minimum shipping costs 
for replacement ?exible banner members, by the use of 
banner member components which may be folded to 
small package size and shipped in relatively small en 
velopes. 
These objectives and advantages may be obtained by 

the pole banner sign construction, the general nature of 
which may be stated as including the combination of a 
?exible banner member generally rectangular in shape, 
formed of foldable cloth, fabric or plastic material hav 
ing a hem at each of its upper and lower edges; a rigid, 
preferably metal, rod or tube pull stick member remov 
ably contained in the hem at each upper and lower ban 
ner edge upper and lower hardware support and ten 
sioning means adapted to be mounted on a pole for sus 
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4 
pending the banner component; the upper and lower 
support means each comprising a mounting plate 
adapted to be permanently mounted on the pole; the 
upper support means including a suspension plate re 
movably wedge-mounted on the upper mounting plate 
having a pair of spaced hooks engageable in ?xed posi 
tion with the hemmed edge and pull rod at the upper 
end of the banner member; the lower support means 
including a lower bracket removably wedge-mounted 
on the lower mounting plate having a pair of spaced 
hooks engageable in ?xed position with the hemmed 
edge and pull rod at the lower end of the banner mem 
ber, and spring-tensioning means connected between 
the lower spaced hooks and bracket tensioning the ban 
ner member between the upper and lower pull rods; 
and the ?xed hook engagement between ?exible ban 
ner and the upper and lower pairs of hooks maintaining 
the pull rods in parallelism. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A preferred embodiment of the invention — illustra 
tive of the best mode in which applicant has contem 
plated applying the principles — is set forth in the fol 
lowing description and shown in the drawings and is 
particularly and distinctly pointed out and set forth in 
the appended claims. 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the improved pole 

banner sign construction of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view, 

looking down on the top ofthe pole sign in the direc 
tion of the arrows 2—2, FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of one of the mounting 
plates oriented for use as a part of the lower support 
hardware of FIG. 1, detached from a pole; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the lower support and 

tensioning hardware assembly for a ?exible banner; 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary bottom sectional 

view, looking up toward the pole sign in the direction 
of the arrows 5-.5, FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view 

taken on the line 6-6, FIG. 4, showing the lower hard 
ware tensioning assembly, illustrating the parts thereof 
in full lines in an unengaged position, and illustrating 
the parts in dot-dash lines in a position when engaged 
to tension a ?exible banner member; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view, on an enlarged scale, with 

parts broken away, looking in the direction of the ar 
rows 7—7, FIG. 6; and 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view looking in the 

direction of the arrows 8—8, FIG. 1. 
Similar numerals refer to similar parts throughout the 

various ?gures of the drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The improved pole banner sign construction is indi 
cated generally at l and includes a generally rectangu 
lar ?exible banner member 2, and upper and lower sup 
port and tensioning means, generally indicated at 3 and 
4, for suspending the ?exible banner member 2 on the 
pole 5 under tension. One pole banner sign 1 (FIG. 1) 
is mounted on one side of the pole 5, and a similar pole 
banner sign la may be mounted in identically the same 
manner on the other or opposite side of the pole 5 com 
pletely separate from and unconnected with the pole 
banner sign 1. 
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The upper support means 3 has a mounting plate gen 
erally indicated at 6, and the lower support means 4 has 
a similar mounting plate 6. These mounting plates are 
illustrated in FIG. 3 which shows a plate 6 oriented in 
the manner in which it is mounted on the pole for the 
lower support means 4. Each upper and lower mount 
ing plate 6 is permanently mounted on a pole 5, by 
screws 7 (FIGS. 2 and 5) which extend through holes 
8 in the plate 6. 
Each mounting plate 6 has a U-shaped member 9 and 

a connected winglike plate member 10, with offset 
shoulders. 12 that converge toward the bottom as 
shown in FIG. 3 when the mounting plate 6 forms a part 
of the lower support means 4, and which converge 
toward the top when the mounting plate 6 forms a part 
of the upper support means 3. 
An upper suspension plate 13 having ?xed thereon a 

pair of spaced hooks 14 with sharpened upwardly di 
rected points 15, is removably wedge-mounted on the 
upper mounting plate 6 by slipping portions thereof lo 
cated at either side of a downwardly opening trapezoi 
dal slot formed in plate 13, between the wings 11 and 
U-shaped member 9 of the upper mounting plate. 6. 
The trapezoidal slot formed in upper plate 13 may be 
similar to a slot later described in connection with the 
lower support means 4 shown in FIG. 4, and plate 13, 
hooks 14 andslot in plate 13 may be constructed as 
shown in said US. Pat. No. 3,589,048. 
The lower support means 4 includes a tensioning de 

vice connected to a lower tensioning plate 16 having a 
pair of spaced hooks 17 thereon with sharpened points 
18 directed downwardly as shown. Lower plate 16 is 
similar to upper suspension plate 13 excepting for 
omission in plate 16 of a trapezoidal slot which is pres 
ent in upper plate 13. 
Lower tensioning plate 16 preferably is welded at 19 

to the upper end of an inner tubular spring housing 
member 20, preferably rectangular in cross section, 
which is telescoped within a similar outer tubular mem 
ber 21 welded at 22 to a lower mountengaging plate 23 
having an offset shoulder 24 terminating in bifurcated 
end 25 which is formed with an upwardly opening trap 
ezoidal slot 26. Slot 26 is similar to the slot formed in 
upper suspension plate 13. 
A coiled compression spring 27 with a lower con 

necting hook rod 28 and an upper connecting hook rod 
29 extending through the coil (FIG. 7) is located within 
the telescoped squared spring housing tubes 20 and 21. 
Each hook rod 28 and 29 has a hook 30 at one end en 
gaged with an end of the coil spring 27, and each has 
a projecting eye 31 at the other end thereof. The eye 
31 of lower hook rod 28 engages a bolt 32 extending 
through the lower end of outer tube 21. The eye 31 of 
upper hook rod 29 engages a bolt 33 extending through 
the upper end of inner squared tube 20, normally to 
bias inner tube 20 telescoped into outer tube 21, as in 
dicated by the arrow 34 in FIG. 7, to the normal posi 
tion shown in full lines in FIG. 6. 
When the lower plate 23 is held in ?xed position on 

lower mounting plate 6 (FIG. 1) and an upward pull in 
dicated by the arrow 35, is exerted on the hooks 17, as 
shown by the dot~dash position of FIG. 6, spring 27 is 
compressed and exerts a tensional reaction on the 
hooks 17 to counter the directional pull represented by 
the arrow 35. t 
The ?exible generally rectangular banner 2 may be 

formed of foldable cloth, fabric or plastic material with 
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6 
a hem 36 formed at each of its upper and lower edges. 
The ?exible banner 2 may be imprinted with, or other 
wise display, an advertising sign or message on its sur 
face facing outwardly with respect to the pole, viewing 

5 FIG. 1. A rigid pull rod, preferably a metal tube 37, is 
inserted in each hem 36 of the ?exible banner 2 for sus 
pending the banner 2 on the pole 5. Holes 38 are 
formed in pull rod tube 37 to receive the hooks 14, the 
banner fabric in hems 36 being punched opposite holes 

10 38. 
The removable upper suspension member 13 is as 

sembled and mounted on the upper mounting plate 6, 
as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 to install a ?exible banner 
2 on a pole 5. In a similar manner, the bifurcated end 

15 25 of lower plate 23 is engaged with the lower mount 
ing plate 6, as shown in FIG. 1. The upper end of ?exi~ 
ble banner 2 and the pull rod 37 at the upper hem 36 
are engaged by the spaced hooks 14 of the upper sus 
pension plate 13, the hook points 15 extending through 

20 pull rod holes 38, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
The lower tension plate 16 of the lower support 

means 4 then is pulled upward, as indicated by the 
arrow 35 in FIG. 6, against the tension of spring 27 , and 
the hooks 17 are engaged with the lower edge of ?exi 

25 ble banner 2 and through holes 38 in pull rod 37 in the 
' lower hem 36. 

In this manner the ?exible banner 2 is suspended and 
tensioned between its ?xed upper and controlled lower 
edges on the pole 5. The upper end of the ?exible ban 

30 ner 2 is held in the rigid ?xed position shown by the 
upper pull rod 37 and hooks 14, and pivotal movement 
of the upper banner end, with respect to the pole 5 or ‘ 
swinging movement thereof around the pole is pre 
vented by the ?xed position of the upper pull rod. 

Similarly, the lower plate 16 and spaced hooks 17 
thereon, extend through holes 38 in the lower pull rod 
37, hold the lower end of the?exible banner 2 against 
any pivotal movement with respect to the pole 5, or any 
swinging movement around the pole. The upper and 
lower pull rods are maintained in parallelism against 
any relative movement excepting tensioned vertical 
movement of the lower pull rod upward toward the 
upper pull rod. 
Such tensioned movement can occur if wind blows 

45 the ?exible banner 2 to billow it outward or inward 
with respect to the pole 5. Such blowing or billowing of 
?exible banner 2 is resisted by the tension of the lower 
support means 4 returning the banner to a taut position 
as shown in FIG. 1, when the wind gust subsides. 
The fundamental aspect of the invention involves 

-maintaining parallelism of the upper and lower pull 
rods 37 engaged with the upper and lower hems 36 of 
the ?exible banner 2 so that there can be no relative 

to another portion or with respect to the pole 5, or be 
tween the pull rods and pole excepting for billowing of 
banner 2 and vertical movement of the lower pull rod 
37 with respect to the upper pull rod in parallel rela 

60 tion. This control prevents torque forces from being 
imparted to the ?exible member 2 at its top and bottom 
corners, which in prior structures has resulted in tear 
ing of, and damage to, the ?exible banner 2 from wind 
storms, weather, etc. 

65 It is usual, as shown in FIG. 1, to mount two banners 
back-to-back on any pole to display in opposite direc 
tions signs suspended from the pole. This is accom 
plished as illustrated in FIG. 1 by permanently mount 

movement of one portion of the banner 2 with respect , 
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ing the upper and lower mounting plates 6 on the pole 
S in properly spaced relation. Other than the fact that 
plates 6 are mounted on the pole, there is no connec 
tion between the banner sign 1 on one side of the pole 
and the sign 1a on the other side of the pole 5. 
Advertising campaigns frequently use a series of ad 

vertising messages displayed one after another from 
poles 5 located at service stations. In accordance with 

' the invention, this is accomplished by replacing ?exible 
banners 2 with new banners from time to time. The re 
placement can be accomplished readily merely by un 
hooking ?exible banners 2 from the hooks l4 and 17 
and pull rods 37, then by removing pull rods 37 from 
the banners to be discarded, then by inserting the pull 
rods 37 into the hems of replacement banners 2, then 
by punching holes in the fabric of new banners opposite 
the pull'rod holes 38, and then by suspending the new 
banners from the books 14 and 17 with the hooks ex 
tending through the pull rods at the upper and lower 
ends of each ?exible banner 2. No tools of any nature 
whatsoever are required to make such change, all hard 
ware being present at and remaining on the pole ‘during 
such change. ' 

If arcampaign is terminated and no new banner is to 
be displayed from the pole 5 for a period of time, the 
banners 2 are removed. The pull rods 37 and upper sus 
pension plates 13 and lower tensioning plates 16 assem 
bled with the telescoping spring housing 20-21 are re 
moved from the pole 5 and stored at the service station. 
Only inconspicuous mounting plates 6 and bolts 7 re 
main on the pole. 

All hardware is of rugged and strudy construction 
and may be formed of rust-resisting or nylon coated 
metal components which are trim-appearing when in 
stalled. The spring tensioning means is enclosed in the 
telescoped square tube housing which conceals the 
spring. The telescoped tubes 21 and 22, sliding one in 
side the other, allow the ?exible banner 2 to ?ex up and 
down from wind gusts and to compensate for material 
stretch. The square tubes 21 and 20 do not allow the 
?exible banner 2 to torque thereby keeping stress off 

. of its corners. At the same time the square tube control 
of tensioned banner movement only up and down, and 
the ?xed mounting of the upper end of the ?exible ban 
ner eliminates the‘ necessity of all spacer wires, re 
quired for the device of U.S. Pat. No. 2,764,830. 

Finally, the mounting plates 6 can be easily mounted 
permanently on any kind of pole by using self-tapping 
‘screws at 7. The pole may be drilled initially and the 
screw run in with a socket vwrench. Another means’ of 
installing the mounting plates 6 is to use an electric 
torque wrench, the screw 7 drilling its own hole and 

_ threading itself into the pole. 
Accordingly, the new pole banner sign construction 

provides a sign which incorporates all the advantageous 
characteristics of the sign of US. Pat. No. 3,589,048 
while eliminating the undesirable ?exible banner dam 
aging torque characteristic; provides a construction uti 
lizing permanent hardware in which only the ?exible 
banners per se are changed and discarded to change 
signs; provides a construction in which rigid pull rods 
located in hems at the end of a ?exible banner are 
mounted with one end ?xed in position on a pole, and 
with the other controlled so that it can only move verti 
cally with respect to the pole in parallelism with the 
one; provides a construction in which the ?exible ban 
ner mounted and controlled as indicated may be ten 
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8 
sioned to compensate for and absorb the force of wind 
tending to blow the ?exible banner out of stretched, 
taut position, and to billow the ?exible material; pro 
vides a ?exible banner which may be mounted to 
achieve the stated advantages and which may be folded 
into a small package and shipped in an envelope to a 
place of use; provides a new construction which may be 
mounted readily on any kind, type, size or material of 
any existing pole; and provides a construction eliminat 
ing difficulties that have characterized prior devices 
and which solves problems which have been discovered 
to exist in the art. 

In the foregoing description, certain terms have been 
used for brevity, clearness and understanding; but no 
unnecessary limitations are to be implied therefrom be 
yond the requirements of the prior art, because such 
terms are used for descriptive purposes and are in 
tended to be broadly construed. 
Moreover, ‘the description and illustration of the in 

vention is by way of example, and the scope of the in 
vention is not limited to the exact details shown or de 
scribed. 
Having now described the features, discoveries, and 

principles of the invention, the manner in which the im 
proved pole sign construction is constructed and used, 
the characteristics of the new construction, and the ad 
vantageous, new and useful results obtained; the new 
and useful structures, devices, elements, arrangements, 
parts and combinations are set forth in the appended 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. In pole sign construction of a type in which a ?exi 

ble banner is removably suspended and tensioned on a 
pole, in which the ?exible banner is formed with a hem 
at each of its upper and lower edges‘, and in which rigid 
pull rod means is removably mounted on each hem; the 
combination of hardware support means adapted to be 
mounted at spaced upper and lower locations on the 
pole for suspending the ?exible banner; the upper and 
lower support means including upper and lower mount 
ing plates adapted to be permanently mounted in ?xed 
spaced relation on the pole; one of the upper and lower 
support means also including a rigid suspension plate 
removably mounted on one of the mounting plates, a 
pair of spaced hooks mounted on the suspension plate 
engageable in ?xed position with the hemmed edge and 
pull rod at one end of the ?exible banner; the other of 
the upper and lower support means also including a 
rigid tensioning plate having a pair of spaced hooks 
mounted thereon engageable in ?xed position with the 
hemmed edge and pull vrod at the other end of the ?exi 
ble banner; said other support means also including a 
mount~engaging plate, spring-tensioning means con 
nected to and applying tension between the tensioning 
and mount-engaging plates; the spring-tensioning 
means including a pair of telescoping tubular members 
rectangular in cross-section; a coil spring housed within 
the telescoped tubular members, with one end of said 
coil spring being connected with one tubular member 
and with the other end of the coil spring being con 
nected with the other tubular member; the telescoping 
tubular members rectangular in cross section control 
ling tensioned movement of the tensioning plate in a 
plane passing through the tensioning plate; the mount 
engaging plate being removably mounted on the other 
mounting plate; the ?xed hook engagement between 
the ends of the ?exible banner and the two pull rods 
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maintaining the pull rods in parallelism; and the paral 
lel pull rods extending in directions parallel with said 
plane and perpendicular with the direction of move 
ment of the tensioning plate. 

2. The construction de?ned in claim 1 in which the 
coil spring is a compression spring; in which the tele 
scoped tubular members comprise an inner member 
and an outer member; and in which a ?rst hook rod 
connects one end of the spring with one end of the 
inner tubular member, and a second hook rod connects 
the other end of the spring with the opposite end of the 
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10 
outer tubular member. 

3. The construction de?ned in claim 1 in which the 
telescoped tubular members include an inner and an 
outer member; in which one end of the inner tubular 
member is ?xed to the tensioning plate; in which the 
opposite end of the outer tubular member is ?xed to 
the mount-engaging plate; and in which a compression 
coil spring is housed within the telescoped tubular 
members normally biasing the inner tubular member 
telescoped into the outer tubular member. 

* * * * >l< 


